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ABSOLUTE CONVERGENCE OF SERIES OF FOURIER COEFFICIENTS
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james R. Mclaughlin

ABSTRACT. In this article the author unifies and generalizes practically all

known sufficiency results for absolute convergence of series of Fourier coeffi-

cients that are given in terms of the integrated modulus of continuity, best approx-

imation, or bounded pth variation. This is done for the trigonometric, Walsh, Haar,

Franklin, and related systems as well as general orthonormal systems. Many of

the original proofs of previous results relied upon special properties of the trigo-

nometric, Haar, and other systems and were done independently of one another.

Also, several authors have proved results which at the time they believed to be

generalizations of past results, but are, in fact, corollaries of them. The present

author will expose underlying principles and illustrate their usefulness.

1. Introduction. In this paper we are concerned with sufficiency conditions on

functions / which imply

(l.i) I krV<.
k=i

or

(1.2) 22  \aAß<°°    and    Z  \a. \ky < oo

where {a A denotes the Fourier coefficients of the function / with respect to some

orthonormal system in question. Most results in this area are generalizations of

classical theorems of S. Bernstein, A. Zygmund, 0. Szász, and S. Stechkin. We

will find that many of these follow simply from Bessel's inequality and

(1.3) E2if, k) = Olco2if, A"1)].

In §2 we give definitions and notations that will be used throughout the article.

In § 3 twenty previous theorems are stated. Among the results listed there

which we shall unify are results of I. I. Hirschman, M. and S. Izumi, S. L. Bljumin
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and B. D. Kotljar, C. Onneweer, as well as the author concerning (l. l) with re-

spect to the trigonometric, Walsh, and generalized Walsh system—especially

Fourier coefficients of functions of bounded pth variation. We also list a result of

S. B. Stechkin concerning absolute convergence of general Fourier series. Other

results listed which will also be generalized are results of Z. Ciesielski and J.

Musielak, P. L. Ul yanov, B. I. Golubov, B. I. Golubov and A. I. Rubinstein, Z.

Ciesielski, and T. S. Tevzadze for the Haat, Franklin, and generalized Haar sys-

tem.

In §4 there are given numerous previous lemmas which will be used in the

sequel.

In §5 we add several new lemmas.

In §6 we prove the analogue of A. Konyushkov's 1958 sufficiency result, in-

volving (l.l) with respect to the trigonometric system, for the Walsh and genera-

lized Walsh system. We also give new results.

In §7 we prove that the analogue of Konyushkov's 1958 result is also true

for any uniformly bounded orthonormal sequence which forms a basis in Lt'(a, b)

for 1 <p < 2.

In §8 we take the opportunity to enlarge Stechkin's 1951 result in scope while

simplifying its proof. With this we are able to show that the majority of the pre-

vious theorems listed in §4 are easy consequences of Bessel's inequality and

(1.3). We also give new results.

In §9 we ptove that the analogue of Ciesielski and Musielak's 1959 result,

involving (l.l) with respect to the Haar system, is also valid for the Franklin and

generalized Haar system. Other new results are also obtained.

In § 10 the author makes some concluding remarks.

2. Definitions and notation.

Definition 2.1. The modulus of continuity of / on [a, b] for / periodic of

period b - a is

coif, <5) =   sup    \f(x + h)-fix)\.
0<*sS

Definition 2.2. The integrated modulus of continuity of f £Lt'\a, b] tot f of

period b - a and 0 < p < °o  is

co.if, 8) =   sup   [ib - a)'1  f6 |/(x + A) - fix)\pdx
P OcAsS \ Ja

where we set co^if, 8) = &>(/, 8).

Definition 2.3. /e Lip a, a> 0, if c<j(/, h) = 0(Aa).

Definition 2.4. /eLip(a, p), 0 < a< 1, p>0, if copif,h) = Oiha).

J/P
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Definition 2.5. / is of bounded pth variation on la, b] tot 0 < p < oo, abbre-

viated / e Var p, if
"| Up

vp=s»p{±\fixt)-fix._t)\py <oo

where the supremum is taken over all partitions a = xQ <x   < >. • <x   = b oí

la, b].

Definition 2.6. Ap(f) = J(fe - a)'1 /* \f(x) \pdx}1/p, p>0.

Definition 2.7. If / is an absolutely continuous function, set

Vif. h) m  f    \f'ix)\dx
JEk

where Efe = {x: 0 < x < 1  and  \f '(x)\ > k\.

Definition 2.8. For a real or complex sequence b = {b,\, we set

/ 00 \ 1 /

||&L=(r  |*J*I   '"    for0<P<oo    and    ||*|L -   sup    \b\.
\k = l ! lSfe<oo

Definition 2.9. A sequence <c î of positive numbers is quasi-monotone if

c¡,/kP i 0 for some real ß.

Definition 2.10. Assume {n, \ is a sequence of integers, n, > 2, and p, =

n.n    i...»,   for ze > 1. Assume also that 0<A<1, 0<X<1, and that

oo oo

* = S   *i/pi»    ° <*£<«£>   and    ¿= S  *¿/?¿>    0-Afe<wife'
k = l k = l

where the terminating expansion is taken in case x ot h ate of the form m/p,.

Then we define (cf. [6, p. 18], [22, p. 414], [29, p. 238]) the binary operation *

on [0, 1) x [0, 1) by

x * h = ¿-i cJPh    where c, = ix, + h A mod n,,    0 < c, < n,.

Definition 2.11. If / e zLp[zz, b] fot f of period b - a and  1 < p < oo, then we

define (assuming integrability of f(x *h))

ß (/, S)=  sup   {(b-a)-1   [h \f(x*h)-f(x)\pdx\VP,       1< *<<*>,
P 0<hZ$\ Ja I

and

Ùjf, 8) m    sup      \fix*b)-fix)\.
o</>ss

Definition 2.12. The trigonometric, Walsh, and generalized Walsh system

(as defined in [22]) originating from N. Ya. Vilenkin [28] will be denoted by T,

W, and W{n.\ where the n. are arbitrary integers n. > 2 as in [22, p. 413] but in
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this article will be assumed bounded unless otherwise specified. Also, for sim-

plicity, we index the Walsh functions from 1 to °o rather than from 0 to « as is

usually done.

Definition 2.13. The Haar, Franklin, and generalized Haar system (as defined

in [13]) will be denoted by H, F, and H\n \ where the 72. are arbitrary integers

72  > 2 as in [13, p. 225] but will be assumed bounded unless otherwise noted. For

simplicity, we index the Haar functions from 1 to 00.

Definition 2.14. An orthonormal system (or an ON system) \tp.\ is a strong

ON system (or a SON system) in Lpip), 1 < p < 00 (where iX, A, p.) is a measure

space and L°° = C hete) if lim ^^ ||/ - S (/)|L = 0 for every f £ Lp where

throughout this paper S (f, x) will denote the nth partial sum of the Fourier se-

ries of / evaluated at x. If \<fi\ C Lp, SON in Lp means \<pA is a basis for the

space Lp(p).

Definition 2.15. An ON system is a complete ON system (or a CON system)

if it is a SON system for p = 2. If an ON system is a uniformly bounded system,

we say it is a BON system. If a BON system is a strong ON system, we say it is a

SBON system.

Definition 2.16. /e A for an ON system i^l, if the series of Fourier coeffi-

cients of / with respect to \ip, \ is absolutely convergent.

Definition 2.17. The best approximation of order 72 to f £Lp[a, A] for an ON

system in LP  is

Ep(f, n) = inf Hba \f(x) - Tn(x)\pdx\VP

where the infimum is taken over all ON polynomials of degree not higher than

72,  72 = 1, 2, •••.

Definition 2.18. Unless otherwise specified we shall reserve the notation fa^l to

denote the Fourier coefficients with respect to the system (or systems) and func-

tion in question. We will also use the abbreviation

% m) = (  £     \ak\p\
\fe = 7» + l /

v*' p\vp

Definition 2.19. For any sequence of bounded real or complex integrable

functions \<pA we define, for 1/p + I/o = 1, the abbreviation for m > n:

0 (72, 772)
P

Z W*)\
fe=71 + l - ("LKiir

3. Some previous theorems.

Theorem 3.1 (O. Szász [2, II, p. 197], G. Hardy and H. Wehl [34, I, p. 251]:
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B. Golubov and A. Rubinstein [14, p. 107]). // f £ Lip a, 0 < a< 1, :AeT2 (1.2) is

satisfied for

(3.1) z3>2/(2a+l)   «72zi   y<a-V2

for T and H\n.] where \n\ are prime integers also.

Theorem 3.2 (S. BoCkarev [4, p. 58]). For every CON system on [0, l], /Aere

exists an j £ Lip a, 0 < a< 1, sacA ¿Aaí

oo oo

Z  l«tl   = °°    and    Z  \a.\ky = oo
¿=1 fc=l     k

/or /3= 2/(2a + l) and y = a- y2, y > 0.

Theorem 3.3 (Szász [34,1, p. 241]: S. Bljumin and B. Kotljar [3, Corollary

4]). If f £ Var 1 and f e Lip a for some a> 0, rAerz / e A /or T arza" W.

Theorem 3.4 (Bockarev announced in [5, p. 226]). For every CBON system on

[0, l], zAere exists an absolutely continuous function f such that f 4 A.

Theorem 3.5 (Szász [34, I, p. 243])- // /e Var 1 and ¡£ Lip a, 0 < a< 1,

then, with respect to the T system, 2™     \a  \& < œ for ß> 2/(2 + a).

Theorem 3.6 (BoSkarev [4, p. 65], [5, p. 227]). For every CBON system on

[0, l], 0 < a< 1, there exist an f £ Var 1 and f £ Lip a such that 2°¿_x \ak\^ = •»

for all ß < 2/(2 + a).

Theorem 3.7 (A. Zygmund [34, I, p. 242]). If /e Var 1 and S^zfe^U/, k~l)]l/2

< », rAerz f £ A for T.

Theorem 3.8 (I. Hirschman [15, Lemma 2d]). // /eVarp, 1 <p <2,and fe

Lip a for a> 0, fAer2 / e A for T.

Theorem 3.9 (M. and S. Izumi [16]: T. Tevzadze announced in [26]). // 1 <

p <<*>, l/p + l/q =1,  I <r <2p, f £ Var r, and satisfies

then f £ A for T and H.

Theorem 3.10 (Szász [34, I, p. 25l]: Bljumin and Kotljar [3, Corollary 3]).

// f£ Lip(a, p) for 0 <a<l and I <p < 2, /Ae72 S~=1 |afc |^< oo for ß >

pApil + a) _ l] for T and W.

Theorem 3.11 (I. Wik [32, Theorem 7.4]). // / is absolutely continuous, then

f £ A for T whenever
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oo

Z k-Kcoif, r1). vif, k)]1/2<~,
k=i

where we are using Definition 2.7 here.

Theorem 3.12 (Szász [2, II, p. 155]: J. McLaughlin [19, Theorem 7]). // / sat-

isfies 2~=1/e-1/2cü2(/, k~l) <oo, then feA for T and W.

Theorem 3.13 (Golubov [12, Theorem 6]). If f e Var p, 1 < p < oo, then, with

respect to the T system, 2£,_1|íüJ'S < <x for ß> 2p/(2 + p).

Theorem 3.14 (A. Konyushkov [17, p. 74]). If 1< p <2 and 0 < ß <q, y>

- 1,  1/p + 1/q = 1, and

oo

(3.3) Z k^-^lEAf. k)yB<~
fe=i p

then (l.l) z's satisfied for T.

Theorem a 15 (S. Stechkin [24, Theorem 3]). If f e L2la, b] and {mik)\ is an

increasing sequence of positive integers, then for any ON system on la, b]

oo oo

(3.4) Z \a(J < (2/V3) Z k-x/2EAf, mik) - l).

Theorem 3.16 (Z. Ciesielski and J. Musielak [9, Theorem 2]). // ß> 0, y>

0 and f satisfies

oo

(3.5) Z ky-ß/2lcoAf, k-1)]^ oo,      p = maxQS, l),

then (l.l) z's satisfied for H.

Theorem 3.17 (Ciesielski and Musielak [9, Theorem 3])- If fe Var p, 1 < p <

2, ßrazi

oo

(3.6) Z k-xla>(f,k-l)]l-p'2<°o,
fe=l

then feA for H.

Theorem 3.18 (P. Ul'yanov [27, p. 373]: Ciesielski [8, Theorem 17]). If f e

Var 1, then (1.2) is satisfied for ß > 2/3 and y <XA for H and F.

Theorem 3.19 (Golubov [11, p. 1291]: Golubov and Rubinstein [14, p   109]).

If f e Var p, p > 1, then (1.2) z's satisfied for

(3.7) ß>2p/(2 + p)   and   y<l/p-Vi

for H and H{n.] if {n.\ is also a sequence of prime integers.
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Theorem 3.20 (Ciesielski [8, p. 318]). // / satisfies 2™_x k~ l/2cú Af, k~l) <

oo, then j £ A ¡or the F system.

Remark 3.1. The interested reader should be able to trace down all the au-

thors whose work culminated in Theorems 3.1—3.20 through the references in this

paper. Also, some recent results appearing in [20] concerning Witz.! will be noted

later in this paper.

4. Previous lemmas.

Lemma 4.1 [34, I, p. 25]. A (/) is a nondecreasing function of p for p > 0,

and hence so is a>Af, 8).
P

Lemma 4.2 [33, p- 258]. V if) is a nonincreasing function of p for p > 0.

Lemma 4.3 [33, p. 259]. If f £ Lip a, then f £ Var a" 1 072 [a, b] ¡or a> 0.

Lemma 4.4 [33, p. 259]. // /eVarp, then ¡£hip(p~l,p) ¡or p > 0.

Lemma 4.5 (Szász [25]). // \m  i is a strictly increasing sequence of positive

integers such that

(4.1) 772       ,   - 772     = 0(77Z     - 772        ,)

and \b   \ is a quasi-monotone sequence of positive numbers, then the two series

00 00

(4.2) Z   b    and  ¿L (m   - m     Ab
v*-*f '-^      n ~,       77        n-1    m

7! = 1 72 = 1 «

are either both convergent or both divergent.

Lemma 4.6 (M. Riesz [2, II, p. 138]: R. Paley [21, p. 255]). The systems T

and W are SON systems ¡or  1 < p < 00.

Lemma 4.7 (Ul'yanov [27, p. 384]: Ciesielski [7, p. 145]: Golubov and

Rubinstein [14, p. 104] and Golubov [13, pp. 233, 237]). TAe systems H, F and

H\n.\ are SON systems for  l<p<°°.

Lemma 48 (Golubov [13, Theorem 4]). For arbitrary positive integers n.> 2,

H\n Î is a SON system if 1 < p < 00.

Lemma 4.9. // \<p, I is an ON system (real or complex on L2(p) where (X, A,

p) is a measure space) and \b,\ and \c,\ are any real or complex sequences,

then by Holder's inequality if  l/p + i/o = 1  and p > 1

Z K
I Ä=m

Z V
ze=m

kTk Z   CkVk
k=rn

Lemma 4.10. For any ON \</>A, if p > 1, iAe72
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p<Wf-Smif)\\p+\\f-Sn(f)\\p,      n>m.

Pr°°f- PS_+| Vibl, = IÍ.W - sjfi + / - / II,.

Lemma 4.11. // (?, i :s a SOzV system ¡or some p, 1 < p < oo, /¿en èy tie

Banach-Steinhaus Theorem [34, I, p. 165] tzze have ¡or some constant K

(4.3) \\SnH)\\p<K\\f\\p    forevery ¡eLp.

Lemma 4.12. // an ON system {tfiA satisfies (4.3) ¡or some p,  1 < p < 00, and

a constant K, then Ep(f, n) < \\f - Snif) \\p < (l + K)Ep(/, «).

Proof.

Epif,n)<\\f-Snif)\\p<\\f-Tjp+\\Sni¡)-Tjp

<Wf-Tn\\p + \\Snif-Tn)\\p<il + K)\\f-Tjp

where T    is any orthogonal polynomial of order not higher than n.

Lemma 4.13 (Stechkin [17, p. 8l]: Ul'yanov [27, p. 384]: Ciesielski [8, p.

313]: Golubov and Rubinstein [14, p. 104] and Golubov [13, pp. 233, 236]). For T,

H, F, and H{n.\, if 1 < p < 00, then Epif, n) = Olapif, n~ l)].

Lemma 4.14 (C. Watari [30, p. 3]). Eor the system W, if 1 < p < 00, then iusing

Definition 2.11)

Epif. 2")<Qp(f. 2~n) < 2Epif, 2").

Lemma 4.15 (McLaughlin [19, proof of Theorem 7]). For W, if 1 < p < 00, then

fi if, 2~n) < la AI, 1~"), and so by Lemma 4.14 we also have

Epif, n) = Olapif, n~ %       1 < p < 00.

Lemma 416 (Ciesielski and Musielak [9, p. 63]). For H iusing Definition

2.18 and the indexing in [27])

Spiln, 2n+1)=0[cü1(/, 2-").2n(l/p-l/2)],      0<p<l,

S(2n, 2n+1) = Oleo if, 2-") . 2n(1/i'-1/2)],      K p < o..
p p ' _ r  _

Lemma 417 (Golubov and Rubinstein [14, p. 98]). For the system H{p.\,for

{p | also prime integers, and m   = p. • p2 • • • pn we have

SPK' ■%♦!> = °Wf' »/"J * Wi,/<" 1/2)]«       : ^ ^ 00-

Lemma 418 (F. Riesz: Hausdorff-Young [34, II, p. 102]). // W. I is BON in

a^f>i
*=777 + l
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L2(p), 1 < p < 2, and f £ Lp(p), then for 1/p + I/o = 1 «Tra* the uniform bound M

we have Sq(l, °>) <M(2-p)/p\\f\\ .

Lemma 4.19 (Ciesielski [8, pp. 307-308]). For F we have (using Definition

2.19) <t>p(2", 2n + l) = 0[2n{l/p-l/2)], 1 <?<«..

5. Lemmas.

Lemma 5.1. Let  1 < s < oo, 1 < p < oo,  1/p + I/o = 1, and \<r <sp. Then

».fo 8)<[o(f, 8)Y/sp[a>r+(s_r)q(¡. 8)]l-'<*p.

Proof, s = r/p + (s - r/p) = r/p + [r + (s - r)q]/q. Hence, by Holder's inequal-

ity,

fba\f(x + b)-f(x)\*dx

< ïfba \f(x + A) - /«l'axis  [f* \{(x + A) - f(x)\r*s-*qdx~\ Uq,

(A-a)"1 j"*|/(x + A)-/(x)|sa"x

<[(A -a)"1 jha \f(x + A) - /(*)|r<fe]1/P

• [(6 - a)"1 fba \f(x + A) - /Wr^-'^axT^ .

Lemma 5.2. // / e Var r, 1 < s < », 1 < p < oo,  l/p + 1/a = 1, and* 1 < r < sp,

then by Lemmas 4.4 and 5.1

«as(/,S)-Ojô^û>r+(i_r),(/.5)l1-,/s^.

Lemma 5.3. // 0 < ß < p and f is bounded, then, by definition of coAf, 8),

Af, 8)<[co(f, 8)]l-ß'p[a>ßif, 8)]ß/p.°V

Lemma 5.4. For H\p.\, for \p \ also prime integers, we have (using the nota-

tion of Lemma 4.17)

*>„• m„J - 0twl(/' l/mj * m[X/p-l/2)], ■    0 < p < 1.
p     n       ß + 1 I ' n n * —

Proof. By Lemma 4.17 we have
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"n + l \p

fe=m   +1 \jt=m   +1 /
n n i

-Ola.if.l/mynyim^-mV-P

= 0{laxif, l/mn)]pmp/2mln-plimn+l - «„)/»„].»'^I

= 0[[<u.(/, l/m)]pml-p/2\,  since m    ./m   = Oil).
i n n n+1      n

Lemma 5.5. For W we have, if 1 <p < oo, í> (2", 2"+1) = 0[2n(1/í'- l/2)].

Proof. 4 (2", 2n + I) - T/2p ■ rn/2q = 2n(1/"- 1/2).

Lemma 5.6. For H{p \, where {p \ may be unbounded integers, with m. =

PlP2---P,Af 1<P<~

*>„' "»«^ = <?-*! - l)1/P(m  )I/P-1/2.
P        77 n + 1 r71 + l 71

Proof. <t>Am , m     ,)=$>, m   .p     ,) = [r«1/2(p     , - l)]1/p m~l/29.
p     n'     77 + 1 p     n'     n     rn + l n      rn + l n

Lemma 5.7. For /¿e system H{p \ in Lemma 5.6 with jp.j bounded, if 1 <

PS"

(5.1) p     n      n + I 72 J

Lemma 5.8. // {c,\ is any sequence of real or complex numbers, {tpA is any

sequence of real or complex bounded functions in the Banach space L (p) for a

measure space (X, A, p),  1 < p < oo, then for m > n and 1/p + 1/q = 1

liHL£(i.k>|,)','*'("-»).
Proof.

< ¡X [(ZlcJ?l*'j)1/<?(Z!*'j)1/   I**      by Holder's inequali
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Remark 5.1. Lemma 5.8 was stated for F by Ciesielski [8, p. 307, Inequality

31] and was used in the proofs of Theorems 3.18 and 3.20 for F. The present au-

thor is giving an independent proof of this result, since there appears to be an

error in Ciesielski's proof (second line from the bottom of [8, p. 307]) since if

c = |c,| is any nonnegative sequence, ||c||a is a nonincreasing function of a for

a> 0, and so the last inequality of Ciesielski's is backwards. Many of the results

given in this article about the system F and zV{t2.| were motivated by this inter-

esting correct assertion of Ciesielski as well as Ciesielski and Musielak's 1959

paper [9].

Lemma 5.9. For the binary operation * gzVe72 in Definition 2.10 we have that

if f£ L[0, l], then for every fixed A, f(x * A) e L[0, l] aTra" f^f(x)dx =

/¿/(x * A)a*.

Proof (cf. [6, p. 19], [10, p. 379]). The operation * is a measure preserving

transformation of [0, l) onto [O, l) [22, p. 414]. In fact, if A e [j/pk, (j + l)/P¡)

and x £ [i/pk, (i + l)/Pk), then

00

x * A = [zMt2. + (i + j) mod nA/p   +   Z   Kx. + A .) mod »2 ]/p.
& ft K I I II

l£fc + l

OO

= N/pk +   Z    [(x¿ + A.) mod 72 .]/p¿
i=k + l

where M and N are uniquely determined by x (for A fixed). Hence if x has do-

main U/pk, (i + l)/pk), the range of x * A  is [N/pk, (N + l)/pk).

Lemma 5.10. For the generalized Walsh functions \ip \ = W{n.\ as defined in

[22], Azzi indexed from 1 to 00 rather than from 0 to 00, we have for n = 1,2, 3,

• • • and aT2y fixed A

ipnix * A) = ipnix)<pnih)    for almost every x £ [O, l].

Proof. Let <p (x) m cp     ,, n = 1, 2, — , where the cp     ,  are as defined in

[22], i.e. indexed from to 1 to 00. Assume A and x ate as defined in the proof of

Lemma 5.9. Then (also using imaginary 2)

cpnix)cpn(h) -0)'k . cú'k  where (u^ = expÍ2ni/nfe).

Also, since a>,   is of order n,,

cp ix*h) = cp \[(i + 7) mod nA/p, +   Z    [(x. + A.) mod n]/p.1
ft 711 rC It, II lit

V z'=«+l '

(i+/)modn. .    .
= 07* * = 0^'.
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Lemma 5.11. For the generalized Walsh functions in Lemma 5.10 we have

xpnih) j1 f(x)ifjn(x) dx = j1 f(x * h)ipn(x) dx.

Proof. By Lemmas 5.9 and 5.10

Po fix * h)ifjn(x) dx = ipn(h) Pjix* *¥„(* * b) dx = ifrnih) flo f(x)if,n(x) dx.

Remark 5.2. Lemmas 5.9—5.11 were noted by H. Chrestenson [6] (cf. [29, p.

238]) for the case n. = a for ae {2, 3, 4, • • • !■ The group theoretic approach may

also be easily used to prove these.

Lemma 5.12. For the system W{n \ we have il (/, l/pk) < 2E (/, p.).

Proof. If 0 < h < 1/p,, then by Lemmas 5.9 and 5.10

||/(x * h) - fix)\\p = \\fix) - Pix) + Pix *h) - fix *h)\\p

< \\l(x)-P(x)\\p + \\f(x)-Pix)\\p

if P(x) is a Walsh type polynomial of degree not greater than pk.

Lemma 5.13. For the system Wl/2¿| we have, for p > 1, E if, pfc) < 0 (/, l/pfe)-

Proof. Using Lemmas 5-9 and 5.10, the notation of [22, p. 422], and the fact

that [22, Equation (24), p. 422] D     (u) = PkX[0   i//>.)(") where y is the charac-

teristic function, we obtain

Epif. Pk) < ll/W - Sp(f, x)\\p = |j; ¡fix) - p fix iu)Dpiu)du\Pdxy/P

^ {SI [Po \tl**u)-f{x)\Dpiu)d^PJ^l/P

<{P0 P0 \fix*u)-fix)\plDpkiu)]pdxduy/P

< \si iDPkiu)]piapif, i/pk)]pdUy/p=o//, i/ph).

Remark 5.3. The proofs of Lemmas 5.12 and 5.13 are similar to those of

Watari [30, Lemma 4] for the Walsh system.

Lemma 5.14. For the system W{n.\ assume f e Lpl0, l] and f is of period 1

(and as always that {n.\ is bounded). Then, for p > 1, üp(f, l/pk) ■

°[^p(/. i/Pfe^-

Proof. Assume 0 < h < 1/p.  and xeli/p , (z + l)/p.). Then
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x = Nnk/pk + [iimodn¡)]/pk+ Z     x./p.
z'=* + l

and

x * A = -VT2fe/pfe + [ii + bk) mod «¿]//>fc +   Z     [(x. + A.) mod wf.]/p ..
t'=fc+l

Henee,

(5.2) |0c * A) - x\ < ink - l)/pk = 8.

Consequently

•y/. i/p4) < s«p {/¡ i/(*+*>) - fix)\pdxy/p

+    sup   /fJ|/(x-A)-/(x)|*<feV
0<fcsS   lJ0 '

< 2(72^ - l)o)p(/, l/pfe) = O[copif, l/pk)].

Remark 5.4. Lemma 5.14 was noted for W by McLaughlin [19, proof of Theo-

rem 7].

6. The trigonometric, Walsh, and generalized Walsh system.

Theorem 6.1. Assume 0 < ß < p, <p(k) is a quasi-monotone sequence, \m \ is

an increasing sequence of positive integers, and {A, ! is a sequence of real or

complex numbers. Assume there exist constants k and N such that

(6.1) 1 < k < 772    j/ttt     < zV for 72 sufficiently large

and also

i "w      y/p
(6.2) y     | A, | M      =0[^U)].

\*-v»      /

// 2™_xky-ß/p[<p(k)]P<°o, then 2°l_x\bkfky <oo for y real.

Proof. By Holder's inequality

"W /m77+l \ß/P   /"W      \ 1-^

£ i*/<   z \bA     z i
t=771n + l \*=ffl„ + l / X*^«*1    /

= OÍWttz^Cttt^j - mf-to].
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Also (6.1) implies that (m   - m _ A/m   = 1 - m  _ Jm   > 1 - 1/k > 0 and

also that imn+l - mj)limn - mn_ ,) < [zV - l]/[l - 1/k] = 0(l).

Hence,

7JI        .

fe=mn+l

= OIM^^F"^,, - m„_,][Un - •mml)MJr*>\

= 0{Mm )]% ]y-ß,plmn - m.]\.
77 77 « fl- 1

Therefore, our result follows from Lemma 4.5, since (4.1) is satisfied.

Theorem 6.2. Assume {tpA is ON on la, b], 1/p + 1/q = 1, and {m  \ satisfies

(6.1). //

(6.3) Sqimn, mnJ = OlEpif, m)],      1< p < 2,

(jnzi /or p = 1

(6.4) |flfc| = 0[Ej(/, A - 1)],

then for 1 < p < 2 and 0 < ß <q we have (1,1) satisfied if

00

(6.5) Z k?-V9lEAf, k)]*3 < oo.

Proof. Immediate by Theorem 6.1.

Theorem 6.3. Assume {tp\ is ON on la, b], 1/p + 1/q = 1, and {mn\ satis-

fies,(6.1). //

(6.6) Simn, mn+1) = Otaj^/, l/mj]    for Kp<2,

and for p = 1

(6.7) |aj = Ofojt/, /T1)]

fAen /or 1 < p < 2 and 0 < ß <q we have (1.1) satisfied whenever

oo

(6.8) Z  ky-ß/qUSl, k~l)]ß<^.
*=1

Theorem 6.4. For the system W and more generally W|n.|, z^e have (6.3) and

(6.4) as well as (6.6) and (6.7) satisfied.

Proof. By Lemma 5.11, a^^h) = /Q1/(x * h)ipk(x)dx fot the system W,«^.

Thus, by Riesz's Lemma 4.18 we have for 1 < p < 2 (and indexing from 1 to oo)

(z kii - ̂ (i)]i*Y * < {SI ̂*b) - i^\Pdx\,p'
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Setting A = l/pk ., we obtain tpn(l/pk+x) = <ufe for pk<n < Pk + X. Thus

\l-*l>nil/Pk + i)\ = U -exp(2»7i7»t)| >c>0 for pfe <»< p¿+r Hence,

And this implies that

V*V ^^ = otni»(/* 1/p*)]'     1 - p - 2'

For p = 1, this implies a, = 0[Q (/, k~ )]. Hence our result follows from Lemmas

5.12 and 5.14.

In fact we have just proved the following.

Theorem 6.5. For W\n.\ if 1 < p < 2, 0<ß<q,and l/p + I/o = 1, iAen (1.1)

is satisfied if

(6.9) £  ky-ß/q[QAf,k-l)]ß<«>.
*=i p

Remark 6.1. The conclusion of Theorem 6.3 was proved by Konyushkov [17,

p. 81] with respect to T for 1 < p < 2 and for the case p = 1 is known and easily

proved (compare [2, II, p. 197]).

Remark 6.2. W¡72.| may be interpreted as the full set of characters of the

countable direct product of cyclic groups of arbitrary bounded order n., n.>2

[22]. C. Onneweer [20, Theorem l] has proved a result via the group approach

about W{p  j for |p  | also prime (and bounded). Whether I72.J is prime or not ap-

pears to make no essential difference. The boundedness of |t2.| is, however, es-

sential [22].

Remark 6.3. We will eventually show that all known (to the author) sufficien-

cy conditions for absolute convergence for T, W, or W|t2.| given in terms of Lip a,

Lip (a, p), Varp, o> (/, 8), etc. follow from (6.8) (or from the more powerful (6.9))

and most for the case p = q = 2. This important special case will be considered

in §8. However, we shall not deal with the second order a>2(f, 8) as defined in

[8, p. 290].

Theorem 6.6. Assume an ON system satisfies (6.6) and (6.7) for \m | satis-

fying (6.1). If f £ Lip(a, p) ¡or some 0 < a< 1 072^ 1 <p < 2, iAer2 (1.2) is satis-

fied ¡or

(6.10) ß > p/[p(l + a) - 1]    ar2a"   y < a- l/p.

Proof. Part (a). [cop(f, k~ Wk~&q = 0[k~^a+l/q)]. Thus, we need

ß(a + 1 - l/p) > 1 or ß > p/[p(l + a) - l].

Part (b). (üp(f, k-l)ky-^i/p = 0[ky-l+1/p-a]. Hence, we need y-a +

l/p<0 or y<a- l/p.
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Remark 6.4 Theorem 6.4 generalizes Theorem 3.10. The second part of Theo-

rem 6.6 is known for T [34, I, Problem 9, p. 251]. We will give an easier proof of

Theorem 6.6 for p = 2 in §8.

Theorem 6.7. Assume an ON system satisfies (6.6) and (6.7) for {m j satis-

fying (6.1). // je Var p, 0 < p < 1, and f e.Lip a, 0 < a< 1, then (1.2) is satis-

fied for

(6.11) ß > l/[a(l - p) + 1]    and   y < a(l - p).

Proof. Part (a). By Lemma 5.3

[*>,(/, 4" W-(«<»,(/. k-l)]plUf. rt^l^cU-1-*1-^.

Pzzr/ (b). tuf/, A"1)*? = OU*-1-0"-»].

Remark 6.5. Conditions (6.6) and (6.7) (or Conditions (6.3) and (6.4)) were

needed in these proofs of Theorems 6.6 and 6.7 to obtain the desired strength.

Hence, in §7, we will investigate more closely these conditions. Theorem 6.7 is

new.

7. Uniformly bounded orthonormal systems.

Theorem 7.1. // {<p, \ is a BON system in L ip), then

(7.1) SU oo) = Oi\\ f-Sn(f)\\p)    ifl<p<2

and

(7.2) l«(l+1|-0(|/-î.(/>|l>    /orp=l.

Proof. By Riesz's Lemma 4.18 we have

sf(*-)-o(|/-£VA||j-o(|/-s.W|^

Theorem 7.2. // {<P.\ is a SBON system on la, b] for some p,  1 < p < 2, then

(6.3) and Í6.4) are satisfied for that p.

Proof. By Lemmas 4.11 and 4.12, ||/ - Snif)\\p = OlEpif, «)].

Theorem 7.3. // {<p \ is a BON system on la, b] which for some p,  1 < p <

2, satisfies

(7-3) \\f-Snif)\\p = (Íapif,n-1)]

then Í6.6) and (6.7) zzre satisfied for that p.

Proof. Immediate by Theorem 7.1.

Remark 7.1. By Theorem 7.2, Lemmas 4.6, 4.13, 4.14 and 4.15 we obtain an

alternate proof of Theorem 6.4 for the systems W and T if 1 < p < 2. For the

case p = 1, this proof does not suffice, since it is not true that
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H/- Sn(f)\\x = o(l)

for T or W as is well known.

Theorem 7.4. // |<p.| is a SBON system on [a, A] for some p, 1 <p < 2,

l/p + I/o = 1, a72a" 0 < ß < o, lAezz (1.1) is iza/zzi whenever

(7.4) £   ky-P/q[EAf. k)]ß<~.
k = l

Proof. Immediate by Theorems 6.2 and 7.2.

Remark 7.2. In 1947 S. B. Stechkin [23, Theorem l] announced that the con-

clusion of Theorem 7.4 was valid for y = 0 and 1 < p < 2 ¡or every BON system

on [0, 27r]. I am unable to find the proof of Stechkin's assertion in the literature

and so cannot guarantee its authenticity.

Remark 7.3. Theorems 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4 could, of course, be given in a more

general setting for BON systems in L (p) where (X, A, p) is a measure space.

8. General orthonormal systems.

Theorem 8.1. For every ON system WA, assume that \m(k)\ is an increasing

sequence of natural numbers and 0 < j8 < 2.

(8.1) //  £  ky~ß/2[E2(f. mik))]ß<oo,    the»   Z   KzJ^7 < ~
k = l k=l

where \aA denotes, as usual, the Fourier coefficients of f for Ï<P,\.

Proof. By Bessel's inequality

-ll/"S7»(2"+i)-i(/)|l^ß^^2^

and so our result follows from Theorem 6.1 with p = 2.

Theorem 8.2. // ar2 ON system satisfies (1.3), then we may replace

E2(f, m(k)) in Theorem 8.1 by oAf, l/m(k)).

Remark 8.1. Theorem 8.1 is a generalization of Stechkin's Theorem 3.15.

Also Theorem 8.2 is a generalization of [24, Theorem 4]. More exact bounds as

in Theorem 3.15 could be obtained if desired.

Theorem 8.3. For an ON system, if 0 < ß <2, then (l.l) is satisfied when-

ever
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(8.2) £   ky-P/2[E2(f,k)]P<oo.
fe = l

Theorem 8.4. For an ON system, if 0 < ß < 2 and (1.3) is satisfied, then

(l.l) is satisfied whenever

00

(8.3) X   ky-ß/2[co2(f,k-x)]ß<°°.
¿al

Remark 8.2. The systems T, W, W\n.[, H, F, and /j{t2.} satisfy (1.3) as

Lemmas 4.13, 5.13, and 5.14 show. Also Wik's Theorem 3.11 (as well as [32,

Theorem 8.1 (first part)]) is true for every ON system satisfying (1.3), since the

only result concerning ON systems in Wik's proof was the fact that

00

(8.4) y   k-V2co2(f, k-1)<°°   implies f £ A.
k = l

Of course, all of the sufficiency conditions that follow from (8.4) are true for all

ON systems satisfying (8.4) (see [2, II, pp. 154-l6l]). For example, if / is ab-

solutely continuous and /'e Lp, p > 1, then / e A  is valid for these systems.

Theorem 3.4 shows that the result stated in the preceding sentence is best pos-

sible for every CBON system on [0, l].

Remark 8.3. C. Onneweer[20, Corollary l] has essentially proved that (8.4)

is true for W{t2.!, for ¡72.| additionally prime. His proof, however, required the use

of Riesz's Lemma 4.18. It should be noted here that / e Lip a "on the group"

does not imply that f £ Lip a on [0, l], but the converse is true [28, p. 12]. My

Theorem 6.5 essentially generalizes this result of Onneweer(as well as his Cor-

ollary 2,'Theorem 2, and Theorem 3 in [20]). Theorem 3.12, of course, refers to

(8.4).

Remark 8.4 S. Banach has proved [l, p. 100] that there is a continuum of

ON systems such that the Fourier series of every differentiable function is di-

vergent almost everywhere.

Theorem 8.5. Assume an ON system satisfies (8.4) (or (1.3)) and f e Var p,

0 < p < 2. TAeT2

(8.5) T.k-l[a>(f,k-l)]1-p/2<°o   implies f£ A.
k = l

Proof. By Lemmas 4.4 and 5.3

co2ij, k~x) = 0\[ioif, k-x)]l'p/2 k~V2\.

Our result is now immediate.

Remark 8.5. Theorem 8.5 generalizes Theorem 3.17 to the systems T, W,
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etc. Also, Theorem 8.5 generalizes Theorem 3.7. For 0 < p < 1 it is new.

Theorem 8.6. If an ON system satisfies (1.3) and f e Lip(a, 2) for some 0 <

a< 1, then (l.l) is satisfied whenever 0 < ß < 2 and

(8.6) /3(a+ Y2) > 1 + y.

Proof. Using Theorem 8.4 we find

oo p oo ^

Z ky-^\a2if. k-W = o z k-y-^2-^\.

Hence, we need /S(a+- Y2) - y > 1.

Corollary 8.1. // an ON system satisfies (1.3) and fe Lip(a, 2) for some 0

a< 1, then il.2) is satisfied for 0 < ß < 2 whenever

(8.7) ß>2/(2a+l)    and   y<a-V2.

Theorem 8.7. // an ON system satisfies (1.3) and f e Wat p, p > 2, then (1.1)

is satisfied for 0 < ß < 2 and

(8.8) ßil/p+V2)> 1 + y.

Proof. By Lemmas 4.1 and 4.4

ky-£'2u2if, k-W = wVKvjLf. k-W\ = ow-t/2-vp\.

Hence, by Theorem 8.4, we need ßil/p + Vi) - y > 1.

Corollary 8.2. // an ON system satisfies (1.3) and f e Vat p, p > 2, then

(1.2) is satisfied for 0 < ß < 2 whenever

(8.9) ß>2p/i2 + p)    and   y<l/p-li.

Remark 8.6. Corollary 8.2 generalizes Theorem 3.13.

Theorem 8.8. // an ON system satisfies (1.3) and j e Lip a ¡or some 0 < a<

1, then (l.l) is satisfied whenever 0 < ß < 1 and

(8.10) ßia+V2)>l + y.

Proof. By Lemmas 4.1 and 4.4

k-y-e/2ia2if, k-W-ow-f»2-^

Hence, by Theorem 8.4 we need /S(a+ V2) - y > 1.

Corollary 8.3. // an ON system satisfies (1.3) and f £ Lip a for some 0 < a<

1, then (1.2) is satisfied for 0 < jS < 2 whenever

(8.11) /3>2/(2a+l)    and   y<a-l/2.

Remark 8.7. Corollary 8.3 generalizes Theorem 3.1. Also, the inequalities
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(8.11) in Corollary 8.3 may not be improved for any CON system on [0, l] as Theo-

rem 3.2 illustrates if 0 < a< 1. Onneweer[20, Theorems 2 and 3] has essentially

proved that Corollary 8.3 is valid for the system W\p  ¡. My Lemmas 5.13 and

5.14 (or my stronger Theorem 6.5) unify and yield an alternate proof of his results

(Theorems 2 and 3 in [20]).

Theorem 8.9. // an ON system satisfies (1.3), / e Vár p for some 0 < p < 2,

aTra* f £ Lip a for a> 0, then (1.1) is satisfied for 0 < ß < 2 and

(8.12) /3[a(l - p/2) + 1] > 1 + y.

Proof. By Lemmas 4.4 and 5.3

ky-ß/2lco2(f, k~X)]ß <ky-ß'2\[co(f, k-X)]X-p'2[copif, k~X)]p'2\ß

= o\ky-ß/2[k-a(X-p/2)-l/2]ßl

Hence, by Theorem 8.4, we need ß[a(l - p/2) + l] - y > 1.

Corollary 8.4 If an ON system satisfies (1.3), / e Var p for some 0 < p < 2,

and f £ Lip a, for a> 0, then (1.2) is satisfied for 0 < ß < 2 whenever

(8.13) ß > 2Aa(2 - p) + 2]   and   y < ail - p/2).

Corollary 8.5. // «72 ON system satisfies (1.3) 0720" / e Lip a for some a> 0

and also f £ Var p for some 0 < p < 2, /Aen / e A.

Proof. Immediate by Corollary 8.4.

Remark 8.8. By Bockarev's Theorem 3.6, Corollary 8.4 is best possible in a

certain sense for every CBON on [0, l]. Corollary 8.4 generalizes Theorem 3-5.

Corollary 8.5, of course, generalizes Theorems 3.3 and 3.8 to a broader class of

ON systems. Onneweer[20, Corollary 3] has also proved a group analogue of

Theorem 3.8 for the system W{».}, for ¡72.j  additionally prime, by utilizing Riesz's

Lemma 4.18.

Theorem 8.10. // / e Var r, 1 < s < œ,  1 < p < «,, l/p + I/o = 1, and 1 < r <

sp, then

00 i 00 i

(8.14) Z   k-l'*o>s(f.k-l)-olZ  ¿-1/2-1/^K+(s_r)9(/.*-1)]1"M.
k=i lk=l \

Proof. Immediate by Lemma 5.2.

Theorem 8.11. Assume a« ON system satisfies (8.4) ior (1.3)) and 1 < p < «,

1/P + I/o = 1,  1 < r < 2p. If f £ Var r, zAe72
OO

(8.15) T,   k-UW2gl<>>r.(2-r)a(f'k~i)]ï~r/2P<°°     imPUeS     feA'
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Proof. Set s = 2 in Theorem 8.10 and apply Theorem 8.4 (or Conditions (8.4)

or (1.3)).

Remark 8.9. Theorem 8.11 generalizes Theorem 3.9 to all ON systems satis-

fying (8.4) (or (1.3)).

9. The Haar, Franklin, and generalized Haar system.

Theorem 9.1. For any real or complex sequence of bounded ON functions

{<p,} in the Banach space L (fi), where (X, A, fi) is a measure space, let {a,\

denote ias usual) the Fourier coefficients of f ireal or complex). Then if 1 < p <

», we have for m > n iusing Definitions 2.18 and 2.19) and 1/p + 1/q = 1

(9.1) S in, m) <

m

(t=77 + l

QAn, m).

Proof. Following a technique of Ciesielski [8, p. 308], we set

c   =\a \p~   expl-zf) I   where a   = \a | expiz'Ö  |.
n      '   n' r n n     '   n'      r      n

Then

ife=77 + l
Z *kcJ< z«

¿ = 77 + 1
k^k ~-k*k

<\\^k\Wn.m)(^\ak\py/9

by Lemmas 4.9 and 5.8. Hence,

(i^'f'NML"*<|E«a»a|l  •♦,<"•">•
^A=n + 1

Theorem 9.2. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 9.1 we have

(9.2) Sp(n, m) < i\\f - S%(f\ + ||/ - 5jif\)9pin. m).

Proof. The proof is immediate by Lemma 4.10 and Theorem 9.1.

Theorem 9.3. Assume the hypothesis of Theorem 9.1 and also that {<p,\ is

a SON system for some p, 1 < p < oo. Then for any increasing sequence of inte-

gers {m   \ we have

(9.3) Spimn, mn+1) = OlEpif, m^fa m^)].

Proof. Immediate by Lemma 4.12 and Theorem 9.2.

Theorem 9.4. Assume the hypothesis of Theorem 9.1, that {<pA is a SON sys-

tem for some p, 1 < p < », and that {m j is an increasing sequence of integers

satisfying (6.1). Suppose also that <p(k) is a quasi-monotone sequence satisfying
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(9.4) «p^. TT2n+1) = Olvim)].

If 0 < ß < p, y real, then (1.1) is satisfied for \<p,\ whenever

00

(9.5) Z   ky-ß/p[vik)]ß[E if, k)]ß < oo.
A=l p

Proof. Apply Theorems 6.1 and 9.3.

Theorem 9.5. // ß > 0, y > 0, /Aer2 (l.l) ¿s satisfied for the systems H, F,

a72zi //Í72.I whenever

oo

(9.6) Z   *y"^/2[E„(/. *)1^ < « wie« p = max(|8, l).
l.l                   M

Proof. By Lemma 4.7 these are SON systems for 1 < p < oo.

If ß > 1 for H or F apply Theorem 9.4 with /3 = p, Lemmas 4.19 and 5.5. If

/3 > 1 for H{n.\ apply Theorem 9.4 with ß = p and Lemma 5.7.

To extend to the case 0 < ß < 1, apply the technique given in the proof of

Lemma 5.4.

Remark 9.1. Applying Lemma 4.8, Theorem 6.1, and Theorem 9.3, one could

obtain a result for zV{t2.| for {n .\ unbounded and 1 < ß < oo.

Corollary 9.1. // ß > 0, y > 0, then (l.l) is satisfied for the systems H, F,

and H{n.\ whenever

oo

(9.7) Z   ky-ß/2[cüif, k'X)]ß < «    uzAere p = max(/3, l).
A=l

Proof. Immediate by Lemma 4.13 and Theorem 9.5.

Remark 9.2. Corollary 9.1 is a generalization of Theorem 3.16. It is new for

F and H\n.\. This result for H also follows from Theorem 6.1 and Lemma 4.16.

The result for H\n.\, for {77.! additionally assumed prime, also follows from Theo-

rem 6.1, Lemma 4.17, and Lemma 5.4. Also, the series in (9.6) and (9.7) for these

systems probably converge or diverge simultaneously (see, for example [8, Theo-

rem 13, p. 317]).

Remark 9.3. For the systems H, F, and H\n.\ we have by Corollary 9.1 that

00

(9.8) Z   k-l/2o>1if,k-l)<oo   implies    f £ A.
*=l

Since co.if, k~x) <&>,(/, k~l) by Lemma 4.1, this conditiou (9.8) is a weaker

condition than condition (8.4). Hence, any sufficiency result which depends upon

the convergence of the series in (8.4) is automatically true for the systems H, F,

etc. Thus, Tevzadze's announced Theorem 3.9 for the system H is immediate,
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since the convergence of the series in (9.8) follows from the convergence of the

series in (8.4). Of course, Ciesielski's Theorem 3.20 is generalized by (9.8).

Remark 9.4 Theorem 3.18 is a corollary of Theorem 3-19 (by Lemma 4.2). We

will now show that Theorem 3.19 for H follows from Theorem 3.16. Indeed, we use

Corollary 9.1 to prove a generalization of Theorem 3-19.

Theorem 9.6. For the systems H, F, and H{n ,| we have that if f e Var p, p >

1, then (1.1) is satisfied for 0 < ß < p, y > 0, and

(9.9) ßil/p + V2)>l+y.

Proof. Case 1. If 1 < p < 1 and 0 < ß < 1, then we may assume p =

max(/8, l) = 1. Then

ky-P/2laxif, k-1)]? = 0{ky-^2lapif, k-l)]^\=0{ky-^2-ß/p\.

Thus, we need j8G4 + 1/p) - y > 1 by Corollary 9.1.

Case 2. If p > 2, we could apply Theorem 8.7, or utilize the fact that we may

assume that p. = max(/3, 1) = ß and ß < p and proceed as in Case 1 to get

ky-ß/2laßif, k'X)\ß = 0{ky-^2lapif, k-l)f.

Corollary 9.2. For the systems II, F, and H{n.\ we have that if fe Vat p,

p > 1, then (1.2) is satisfied for 8 > 0, y > 0 whenever

(9.10) ß > 2p/(2 + p)    and   y<l/p-l/2.

Proof. If 1 < p < 2, then 2p/(2 + p) < 1, and so we may assume ß < 1. If p >

2, then we may assume that ß < 2.

Theorem 9.7. For the systems H, F, H{n.\, or any system satisfying (9.8) we

have that if 1 < p < oo,  l/p + l/q = I,  I <r <p, and f e Vat r, then

oo

(9.11) Z   *"1/2"1/,'K+(i-r)9(A *"1)]l-,^<~    implies   feA.

Proof. Set s = 1 in Theorem 8.10 and apply Condition (9.8).

Remark 9.5. Theorem 9.7 generalizes Theorem 3.9 in scope and strength for

Haar type systems.

Remark 9.6. For Haar series there is a great difference between absolute

convergence of Fourier series and absolute convergence of the series of Fourier

coefficients (see, for example [18]).

Remark 9.7. It may be of interest to note that for every ON system on [0, l]

we have

(9.12) Q^n, m)>im-n)W2,
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since we have (compare Remark 5.1)

-«=/ z *£(x)av</;(zi^*)p <**<
*=n+l x '

ZMx)|

10. Concluding remarks. To completely understand the motivation for this

paper, the reader should trace down the proofs of Theorems 3.1—3.20 (excluding

the three necessary type results). Theorems 3.1, 3-3, 3.8, or 3-9 are regularly

being proved for different systems using various techniques. However, all of these

results are corollaries of Theorem 3.12 which was done by Szász in 1948 for T.

Similarly, Theorems 3.17, 3.18, and 3.19 are corollaries of Theorem 3.16 which

was done by Ciesielski and Musielak in 1959 for H. In fact we have also demon-

strated:

1. Theorems 3.1, 3-3, 3-5, 3.7-3.9, 3-H-3.13, 3.17, and 3.20 follow simply

from Bessel's inequality and (1.3).

2. Theorems 3.2, 3-4, and 3-6 are necessary type conditions for absolute con-

vergence and show that most of the results in this paper are best possible.

3. Konyushkov's Theorem 3.14 is also valid for the Walsh and generalized

Walsh system, and Theorem 3.10 is a corollary of it.

4. Stechkin's Theorem 3.15 has been enlarged in scope, and its proof sim-

plified.

5. Ciesielski and Musielak's Theorem 3.16 is also valid for the Franklin and

generalized Haar system, and Theorems 3.18 and 3.19 are corollaries of it.
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